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The Mosaic of a Man
A controversy of major proportions has spread through the church. Recent generations bear witness to the rise of "evangelical feminism"-a movement that
has had a profound impact on all of life, challenging some of our basic Christian beliefs. In this new edition of an influential and award-winning best-seller,
more than twenty men and women have committed their talents to produce the most thorough response yet to this modern movement. Combining
systematic argumentation with popular application, this volume deals with all of the main passages of Scripture brought forward in this controversy
regarding gender-based role differences. Anyone concerned with the fundamental question of the proper relationship between men and women in home,
church, and society will want to read this book. New preface included.

Single On Purpose
Man Enough
What more can we do to figure this "this world"out? There are many words that can describe the way life should be versus what is reality. But, the cliche
that each individual's reality is different as it pertains to character and culture is unacceptable. All African American men have the same pieces of Mosaic
that has to be put together in a certain way that evokes potential. I chose Mosaic of man for a title because of the idea of creating your own image out of the
assemblages of history, rites of passage, spirituality and courage. The mosaic is an old form of art that has a spiritual connection. The pieces of our
existence create our image and substance that are not liabilities, but assets."

A Rhythm of Prayer
The New York Times bestselling author of The Wait and “spiritual teacher for our times” (Oprah Winfrey) frankly and openly explores why men behave
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the way they do and what everyone—men and women alike—need to know about it. We hear it all the time. Men cheat. Men love power. Men love sex. Men
are greedy. Men are dogs. But is this really the truth about men? In this groundbreaking book, DeVon Franklin dishes the real truth by making the
compelling case that men aren’t dogs but all men share the same struggle. He provides the manual for how men can change, both on a personal and a
societal level by providing practical solutions for helping men learn how to resist temptation, how to practice self-control, and how to love. But The Truth
About Men isn’t just for men. DeVon tells female readers everything they need to know about men. He offers women a real-time understanding of how
men’s struggles affect them, insights that can help them navigate their relationships with men and information on how to heal from the damage that some
misbehaving men may have inflicted. This book is a raw, informative, and accessible look at an issue that threatens to tear our society apart yet it offers a
positive way forward for men and women alike.

Mules and Men
In this “powerful story about the healing every man needs” (John Eldredge, New York Times bestselling author), a near-fatal attack by an enraged grizzly
bear leads to an unexpected encounter with God for alpha male Greg Matthews. Greg Matthews was the ultimate poster-boy for masculinity. Avid hunter
and outdoorsman, Air Force and civilian firefighter, EMT, rescue helicopter pilot, fugitive recovery agent, Ground Zero volunteer and more, Greg had spent
his whole life striving to serve others but for all the wrong reasons. After his parents’ divorce when he was young, Greg believed deep down that the only
way he could be loved and valued—by his father, by his family, and by God—was if he earned it through daring, high-stakes, high-risk—what society
commonly refers to as “manly”—achievements. But everything changed when an idyllic hunting trip through the backwoods of Alaska turned into a
harrowing fight for his life. Greg was attacked by a grizzly bear—but the gruesome, nearly fatal conflict offered an unexpected encounter with God. Greg’s
eyes, and more importantly, his heart, were finally opened to the lie that he’d internalized as a child: that his dangerously high-risk achievements were the
sole signifiers of his worth. The road to recovery was long and painful, but it forced Greg to come face-to-face with the long-held view of manhood he had
absorbed as his own identity. The relentless grizzly uncovered something in Greg’s heart: that he was being pursued by an equally persistent God, who
loved him unconditionally. A gripping tale of survival and a rebuttal to outdated notions about masculinity, Wild Awakening “will help you lead a life of
greater purpose” (John O’Leary, author of On Fire).

I'm Judging You
Humorous essays that dissects our cultural obsessions and calls out bad behavior in our increasingly digital, connected lives

Raising Boys to Be Good Men
A GRIPPING, FEARLESS EXPLORATION OF MASCULINITY The effects of traditionally defined masculinity have become one of the most prevalent
social issues of our time. In this engaging and provocative new book, beloved actor, director, and social activist Justin Baldoni reflects on his own struggles
with masculinity. With insight and honesty, he explores a range of difficult, sometimes uncomfortable topics including strength and vulnerability,
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relationships and marriage, body image, sex and sexuality, racial justice, gender equality, and fatherhood. Writing from experience, Justin invites us to
move beyond the scripts we’ve learned since childhood and the roles we are expected to play. He challenges men to be brave enough to be vulnerable, to be
strong enough to be sensitive, to be confident enough to listen. Encouraging men to dig deep within themselves, Justin helps us reimagine what it means to
be man enough and in the process what it means to be human.

The Will to Change
It’s been a lifetime (and three seasons) in the making, but Jane Gloriana Villanueva is finally ready to make her much-anticipated literary debut! Jane the
Virgin, the Golden Globe, AFI, and Peabody Award–winning The CW dramedy, has followed Jane’s telenovela-esque life—from her accidental artificial
insemination and virgin birth to the infant kidnapping and murderous games of the villainous Sin Rostro to an enthralling who-will-she-choose love
triangle. With these tumultuous events as inspiration, Jane’s breathtaking first novel adapts her story for a truly epic romance that captures the hope and the
heartbreak that have made the television drama so beloved. Snow Falling is a sweeping historical romance set in 1902 Miami—a time of railroad tycoons,
hotel booms, and exciting expansion for the Magic City. Working at the lavish Regal Sol hotel and newly engaged to Pinkerton Detective Martin Cadden,
Josephine Galena Valencia has big dreams for her future. Then, a figure from her past reemerges to change her life forever: the hotel’s dapper owner,
railroad tycoon Rake Solvino. The captivating robber baron sets her heart aflame once more, leading to a champagne-fueled night together. But when their
indiscretion results in an unexpected complication, Josephine struggles to decide whether her heart truly belongs with heroic Martin or dashing Rake.
Meanwhile, in an effort to capture an elusive crime lord terrorizing the city, Detective Cadden scours the back alleys of the Magic City, tracking the
nefarious villain to the Regal Sol and discovering a surprising connection to the Solvino family. However, just when it looks like Josephine’s true heart’s
desire is clear, danger strikes. Will her dreams for the future dissolve like so much falling snow or might Josephine finally get the happy ever after she’s
been dreaming of for so long?

From Shy To Social: The Shy Man's Guide to Personal & Dating Success
An unflinching and endearing memoir from LGBTQ+ advocate Jackson Bird about how, through a childhood of gender mishaps and an awkward
adolescence, he finally sorted things out and came out as a transgender man in his mid-twenties. When Jackson Bird was twenty-five, he came out as a
transgender to his friends, family, and anyone in the world with an internet connection. Assigned female at birth and raised as a girl, he often wondered if
he should have been born a boy. Jackson didn’t share this thought with anyone because he didn’t think he could share it with anyone. Growing up in Texas
in the 1990s, he had no transgender role models. He barely remembers meeting anyone who was openly gay, let alone being taught that transgender people
existed outside of punchlines. In this “soulful and heartfelt coming-of-age story” (Jamia Wilson, director and publisher of the Feminist Press), Jackson
chronicles the ups and downs of growing up gender confused. Illuminated by journal entries spanning childhood to adolescence to today, he candidly
recalls the challenges and loneliness he endured as he came to terms with both his gender and his bisexual identity. With warmth and wit, Jackson also
recounts how he navigated the many obstacles and quirks of his transition––like figuring out how to have a chest binder delivered to his NYU dorm room
and having an emotional breakdown at a Harry Potter fan convention. From his first shot of testosterone to his eventual top surgery, Jackson lets you in on
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every part of his journey—taking the time to explain trans terminology and little-known facts about gender and identity along the way. “A compassionate,
tender-hearted, and accessible book for anyone who might need a hand to hold as they walk through their own transition or the transition of a loved one”
(Austin Chant, author of Peter Darling), Sorted demonstrates the power and beauty in being yourself, even when you’re not sure who “yourself” is.

Name Drop
Written in the early 1970s amidst widespread debate over the causes of gender inequality, Strathern's book was intended as an analysis of gender as a
powerful cultural code and sex as a defining mythology. But the manuscript went into storage, where it remained for more than four decades. This book
finally brings it to light, giving the long-lost feminist work, accompanied here by an afterword from Judith Butler. Strathern engages some of the leading
feminist thinkers of the time, including Shulamith Firestone, Simone de Beauvoir, Ann Oakley, and Kate Millett. Building toward a conclusion in which
she argues that we underestimate the materializing grammars of sex and gender at our own peril, she offers a powerful challenge to the intransigent
mythologies of sex that still plague contemporary society.

The Teen Years Explained
The second volume in his autobiographical quartet based on the seasons, Winter is an achingly beautiful collection of daily meditations and letters
addressed directly to Knaugsaard's unborn daughter 2 December - It is strange that you exist, but that you don't know anything about what the world looks
like. It's strange that there is a first time to see the sky, a first time to see the sun, a first time to feel the air against one's skin. It's strange that there is a first
time to see a face, a tree, a lamp, pajamas, a shoe. In my life it almost never happens anymore. But soon it will. In just a few months, I will see you for the
first time. In Winter, we rejoin the great Karl Ove Knausgaard as he waits for the birth of his daughter. In preparation for her arrival, he takes stock of the
world, seeing it as if for the first time. In his inimitably sensitive style, he writes about the moon, water, messiness, owls, birthdays--to name just a handful
of his subjects. These oh-so-familiar objects and ideas he fills with new meaning, taking nothing for granted or as given. New life is on the horizon, but the
earth is also in hibernation, waiting for the warmer weather to return, and so a contradictory melancholy inflects his gaze. Startling, compassionate, and
exquisitely beautiful, Knausgaard's writing is like nothing else. Somehow, he shows the world as it really is, at once mundane and sublime.

Masculinity in Crisis
»Houses, Secrets, and the Closet« investigates the literary production of masculinities and their relation to secrets and sexualities in 18th and 19th century
fiction. It focusses on close readings of Gothic fiction, Sensation Novels, and tales by Horace Walpole, Ann Radcliffe, William Godwin, Mary Elizabeth
Braddon, Wilkie Collins, and Henry James. The study approaches these texts through the lens of domestic space, gender, knowledge, and power. This
approach serves to investigate the cultural roots of the 'closet' - the male homosexual secret - which reveals a more general notion of male secrecy in
modern society. The study thus contributes to a better understanding of the cultural history of masculinities and sexualities.
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The Boy Crisis
Women of every culture and society are facing the dilemma of identity. Traditional views of what it means to be a woman and changing cultural and marital
roles are causing women conflict in their relationships with men. Women are under tremendous stress as they struggle to discover who they are and what
role they are to play today—in the family, the community, and the world. In this expanded edition of Understanding the Purpose and Power of Women, now
with helpful study questions following each chapter, best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe examines societies’ attitudes toward women and addresses vital
issues such as: Are women and men equal? How is a woman unique from a man? What does the Bible really teach about women? Is the woman to blame
for the fall of mankind? What are the purpose and design of the woman? Should women be in leadership? What is a woman’s basic communication style?
What are a woman’s emotional and sexual needs? What is a woman’s potential? To live successfully in the world, women need a new awareness of who
they are and new skills to meet today’s challenges. Whether you are a woman or a man, married or single, this book will help you to understand the woman
as she was meant to be.

Wild Awakening
"Actor (Jane the Virgin), director (Five Feet Apart), and well-known social activist (Wayfarer) Justin Baldoni is boldly taking on the issues of toxic
masculinity. He tackles his own struggles and brings up previously unspoken taboos to help create a new understanding and system of accountability. It is
not just about becoming better men, but becoming more human. Topics will include redefining masculinity, female empowerment, relationships, violence
and abuse, sex and sexuality, infidelity, body image, work-life balance, and fatherhood. Justin arms readers with new tools and the ability to have both
compassion and empathy for themselves and the men in their lives in this urgent, groundbreaking and provocative reimagining of what it means to be man
enough"--

For the Love of Men
T.D. Jakes’ He-Motions meets The Art of War in this accessible guidebook to help today’s man navigate and thrive in these unpredictable times. Rev. Dr.
Alyn E. Waller, pastor of the mega-church Enon Tabernacle, shares wisdom from his ministry and longtime martial arts experience to inspire and offer
moral guidance to navigate the complex challenges today’s men face in daily life. Where do I fit in the job market and will I ever feel financially secure?
How can I lead my family without being a chauvinist or blocking my partner from living fully and expressing her gifts? How do I deal with the fact that my
partner makes more money—or has a better job, or owns the home we live in, or is more educated—than I am? These are but a few of the questions that
Waller has heard over and over again as he’s counseled thousands of men, many of whom seek a new set of skills to thrive in modern society. Dramatic
shifts in our nation’s cultural, economic, social, and political landscape have upended their lives, leaving them feeling betrayed and lost. In this eyeopening and inspirational book, Waller draws from his Christian teachings and the lessons he’s learned from martial arts and extreme adventures to offer
men innovative strategies to help them fight today’s challenges in ways that affirm their manhood. He offers ten crucial and accessible life tenets such as:
prioritize the immediate threat then handle first things first; conserve your resources; and you can survive fear and pain. Code of the Righteous Warrior
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empowers us to live our best life and rise above any difficulties we may face.

One of the Boys
This book is not meant to teach you routines for picking up women, or to give you the secrets on how to get her into bed in three easy steps. You're not
meant to carry this book around as your go-to guide when you see a hot girl that you want to get to know. If you are looking for a quick fix, you should buy
another book. What this book is truly about is rediscovering your masculinity that society has beaten out of you, if you even had it to begin with. A
philosophical journey which will have you questioning all that you have believed up until recently, and a cognitive path that will show you the steps you
need to take in order to be a man who truly warrants, attracts and settles for nothing less than his Dream Girl. Included within the book are sections
covering: -12 Things Nice Guys do that Screw Things Up -6 Things About Bad Boys that Drive Women Wild -4 Key "Good Man" Character Traits
Women Value -The Truth About Flirting and Attraction Skills that Pickup Artists Never Share -Why Moving too Quickly Hurts Men More than Moving
too Slowly -Why the Average Man Does Not Meet Enough Women -The Secret Behind Your Car, Money & Looks as far as Women are Concerned
-Lessons in Giving Up Too Quickly vs. Not Quickly Enough -The Plight of Men who are Simply Not Interesting -Hidden Realities of Angry Men and how
it Affects their Success -What Living in your Own Head Truly Means, and how it Hurts You -Seeking Approval vs. Giving Approval -Philosophical
Overview on why Your Perception of Reality is Flawed -Overcoming Limiting Beliefs -The Importance of a Man's Purpose in Life -Analyzing what Makes
a Dream Girl -The Subtle and Not-so-Subtle Differences Between Alpha Males, Pickup Artists and Nice Guys Also includes a free bonus section
highlighting the 20 phases of a man's level of proficiency with women.

Deep Kindness
An antidote for our age of anxiety--thoughtful, moving prayers from Barbara Brown Taylor, Amena Brown, Nadia Bolz-Weber, and other artists, creatives,
and thinkers, curated by the author Glennon Doyle calls "my favorite faith writer." It's no secret that we are overworked, overpressured, and edging burnout.
Unsurprisingly, this fact is as old as time--and that's why we see so many prayer circles within a multitude of church traditions. These gatherings are a
trusted space where people seek help, hope, and peace, energized by God and one another. This book, curated by acclaimed author Sarah Bessey, celebrates
and honors that prayerful tradition in a literary form. A companion for daily inspiration, this collection gives women permission to recognize the weight of
all they carry, while also offering a broadened imagination of hope--of what can be restored and made new. Each prayer is an original piece of writing, with
a short introduction from Bessey sharing exactly why she loves and looks up to the writer. This book is a literary hug, an invitation for respite, and a chance
for readers to pause and celebrate who they are, beyond what they do.

Masculinities in Theory
The author of I Used to Be a Miserable F*ck, The Angry Therapist, now teaches you how to prioritize your relationship with yourself and live a more
meaningful life, whether you’re alone, dating, or with a partner. There’s more to life than loving someone. But being single can feel like a death sentence.
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Why does being alone = being lonely? And why do we stop working on ourselves when we’re in a relationship? After a painful divorce, “The Angry
Therapist” John Kim realized he had never truly been on his own. He went on a journey to rebuild his relationship with himself, going from alone and
disconnected to alone and fulfilled. Kim has gone on to help thousands of clients find their own unique way to break free of expectations and finally live
their truth. With Single on Purpose, Kim takes his signature no-BS “self-help in a shot glass” approach as he shares his own singlehood story and shows
readers how to own their shit, break their patterns, and find a grounded sense of self. Spending time to cultivate your relationship with yourself shouldn’t be
something you only do when you hit rock bottom, go through a major loss, or have a quarter-life crisis. All of us, at some point, need to be single—on
purpose.

The Truth About Men
This study examines the emergence of new forms of Islamic spirituality in Indonesia identified as Majlis Dhikr. These Majlis Dhikr groups have
proliferated on Java in the last two decades, both in urban and rural areas, and have attracted followers from a wide social background. The diverse aspects
of these Majlis Dhikr groups - their rituals, teachings and strategies of dissemination as well as the popular understanding of these rituals and their
contestation by critics and opponents - are examined in detail and illustrated by reference to three particular groups - Salawat Wahidiyat, Istighathat
Ihsaniyyat and Dhikr al-Ghafilin each of which has its own distinctive features and notable religious leadership. These Majlis Dhikr groups regard their
activities as legitimate ritual practices that are in accordance with the legacy of Islamic Sufism based on the interpretation of the Qur'anic and Prophetic
tradition.

12 Rules for Life
RULES FOR BEING A MAN Don't Cry; Love Sport; Play Rough; Drink Beer; Don't Talk About Feelings But Robert Webb has been wondering for some
time now: are those rules actually any use? To anyone? Looking back over his life, from schoolboy crushes (on girls and boys) to discovering the power of
making people laugh (in the Cambridge Footlights with David Mitchell), and from losing his beloved mother to becoming a husband and father, Robert
Webb considers the absurd expectations boys and men have thrust upon them at every stage of life. Hilarious and heartbreaking, How Not To Be a Boy
explores the relationships that made Robert who he is as a man, the lessons we learn as sons and daughters, and the understanding that sometimes you aren't
the Luke Skywalker of your life - you're actually Darth Vader.

The Mask of Masculinity
Males look to be served. Men look to be of service. Emmy Award–nominated actor best known for his role on Queen Sugar and transformational speaker
Dondré Whitfield challenges us to be real men in this provocative look at the power found in serving others. Too many males abuse the power they have.
Often those males grow up without healthy role models and so, while they look like men, they act like boys. Only now there are adult consequences to their
actions. And many of us are caught in the shifting cultural ideas about manhood, unsure of how to make sound decisions or truly be a man. Every day we
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find evidence that the role of men at home, at work, and out in the world is deeply misinterpreted. In Male vs. Man, Dondré Whitfield equips us to become
men rather than simply "grown males." Men are healthy and productive servant-leaders who bring positive change to their communities. Males are selfserving and stuck in negative cycles that we hear and read about daily. They create chaos instead of cultivating calm. Male vs. Man is an uplifting playbook
for men who want to level up. It will help men and women alike understand what real manhood is, based on biblical wisdom as well as hard-earned lessons
from someone who has been there. With practical guidance and a strong spiritual foundation, Dondré shows how to cultivate the life-changing spiritual,
emotional, and psychological attributes of servant leadership at home, at work, and in our communities.

Understanding the Purpose and Power of Women
From Ross Mathews, the nationally bestselling author of Man Up!, judge on RuPaul’s Drag Race, and alum of Chelsea Lately, comes “a delightful mix of
sweet and sour celebrity experiences” (Shelf Awareness) in this hilarious and irreverent collection of essays. Pretend it’s happy hour and you and I are
sitting at the bar. I look amazing and, I agree with you, much thinner in person. You look good, too. Maybe it’s the candlelight, maybe it’s the booze.
Either way, let’s just go with it. Keep this all between you and me, and do me a favor? Don’t judge me if I name drop just a little. Television personality
Ross Mathews likes telling stories. He was always outrageous and hilariously honest, even when the biggest celebrity he knew was his favorite lunch lady
in the school cafeteria. Now that he has Hollywood experience—from interning behind the scenes at The Tonight Show with Jay Leno to judging RuPaul’s
Drag Race—he has a lot to talk about. In Name Drop, Ross dishes about being an unlikely insider in the alternate reality that is showbiz, like that time he
was invited by Barbara Walters to host The View—only to learn his hero did not suffer fools; his Christmas with the Kardashians, which should be its own
holiday special; and his news-making talk with Omarosa on Celebrity Big Brother, which, as it turns out, was just the tip of the iceberg. Holding nothing
back, Ross shares the most treasured and surprising moments in his celebrity-filled career, and proves that while exposure may have made him a little bit
famous, he is still as much a fanboy as ever. Filled with “charmingly told” (Booklist) tales ranging from the horrifying to the hilarious—and with just the
right “Rossipes” and cocktails to go along with them—Name Drop is every pop culture lover’s dream come true.

Be PARA Fit
Many of us absorbed the rules for being male or female from our families and the culture in which we grew to adulthood. We formed beliefs about a man's
role and a woman's role based on what we observed and experienced; mostly, those beliefs had to do with what men and woman did rather than who they
were. Our ideas about what constitutes "masculine" and "feminine", by now outdated and inadequate, have led to a precarious imbalance both in our inner
lives and in our external lives of relating to men and women. The result? A gender war.In Joining Forces, Jeanie Miley explains that our deeply ingrained
gender expectations have created an imbalance in our emotional and spiritual lives and have kept us from becoming our most authentic selves. Joining
Forces will help readers discover the masculine and feminine characteristics that connect, unite, and restore us—traits that men and women alike can and do
express. By joining our masculine and feminine strengths, we restore our own souls, our creative energies, and our own true, essential natures.

Houses, Secrets, and the Closet
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One of the Boys: Masculinity, Homophobia, and Modern Manhood takes a fresh look at the formation of modern male sexual identities. You will find that
homophobia is not only widespread, but that it takes diverse forms and has far-reaching behavioral and social consequences. The new concept of
“homophobic passage,” which is part of the development of all young men, will enlighten you as to the proposed “causes” of homosexuality and
heterosexuality. One of the Boys will help you discover how the passage of young males from childhood to adulthood plays an important role in formation
of the modern adult male self in gay and straight men. As a result, this knowledge will allow you to offer relevant services to clients who are struggling
with societal stereotypes and identity issues. From this informative book, you will discover how homophobia plays a role in the increase in violence
experienced by gay men and lesbians in our culture today. To help you offer improved services, One of the Boys discusses why homophobia is widespread,
takes diverse forms, and has far-reaching behavioral and social consequences by: examining the school playground and its many effects on children’s peer
groups to discover how profoundly names like “crybaby” and “poofter” can impact a child’s development learning that children often cannot escape
harmful labels and stereotypes at home and realizing how it impacts a child’s developing sense of self discovering the media’s influence on role models
and realizing the important role television and magazines play in providing information about homosexuality and homophobia realizing the heavy pressure
homophobia exerts on men and how it shapes their relationships with women and other men, how emotionally close they allow themselves to get to people,
how affectionate they are, and with whom they have sexual relations Through One of the Boys, you will gain valuable insight into the masculinity of the
men interviewed and how it was shaped in order for you to develop a greater understanding of men and the many influences of society as a whole. This
unique study investigates the development of homophobia and the meanings and significances people associate with it to help you understand how and
where homophobia originates in our society.

American Heroes
“Engaging, well-researched and frequently hilarious, From Shy To Social is one of those rare self-help books that feels like you're being coached and
encouraged by a trusted friend. An absolute must-read for all of the love shy men out there.” — Sofi Papamarko, Relationship Columnist & Contributor to
The Huffington Post and The Globe & Mail Keywords: Dating success, relationship advice, pickup artist women dating sex, confidence building
presentation, assertiveness training public speaking, improving social skills conversation

The Code of the Righteous Warrior
We idealize childhood and demonize adolescence, often viewing the typical teenager as a bundle of problems. Yet according to a new book, The Teen
Years Explained: A Guide to Healthy Adolescent Development, by Clea McNeely, MPH, DrPH and Jayne Blanchard, adolescence can be a time of
opportunity, not turmoil. By understanding the developmental stages and changes of adolescence, both teens and adults can get the most out of this second
decade of life. In plain English, this guide incorporates the latest scientific findings about physical, emotional, cognitive, identity formation, sexual and
spiritual development with tips and strategies on how to use this information in real-life situations involving teens. Whether you have five minutes or five
hours, you will find something useful in this book. This practical and colorful guide to healthy adolescent development is an essential resource for parents,
teens, and all people who work with young people.
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Becoming a Man
What is the boy crisis? It’s a crisis of education. Worldwide, boys are 50 percent less likely than girls to meet basic proficiency in reading, math, and
science. It’s a crisis of mental health. ADHD is on the rise. And as boys become young men, their suicide rates go from equal to girls to six times that of
young women. It’s a crisis of fathering. Boys are growing up with less-involved fathers and are more likely to drop out of school, drink, do drugs, become
delinquent, and end up in prison. It’s a crisis of purpose. Boys’ old sense of purpose—being a warrior, a leader, or a sole breadwinner—are fading. Many
bright boys are experiencing a “purpose void,” feeling alienated, withdrawn, and addicted to immediate gratification. So, what is The Boy Crisis? A
comprehensive blueprint for what parents, teachers, and policymakers can do to help our sons become happier, healthier men, and fathers and leaders
worthy of our respect.

Sorted
From the New York Times bestselling author of Heroes Proved, a moving collection of “straightforward, honest testimonials to the courage American
troops display on and off the battlefield” (Kirkus Reviews). For more than a dozen years, combat-decorated Marine Oliver North and his award-winning
documentary team from FOX News Channel’s War Stories traveled to the frontlines of the War on Terror to profile the dedicated men and women who
serve our nation. This time, he follows them from the battlefield to the homefront and finds extraordinary inspiration in their triumph over life-altering
adversity. In this new volume of his New York Times bestselling American Heroes series, North describes the courage, commitment, and strength of those
who serve—and those who love them. The term “selfless devotion” may be a cliché to many—but not to the men and women on the pages of this book. Their
stories resound with bravery, a warrior ethos, and spiritual strength that will encourage us all. Heroes are people who knowingly place themselves at risk for
the benefit of others. Since the terror attack of 9-11-01, more than 2 million young Americans have volunteered to serve in difficult and dangerous places.
No military force in history has been asked to do more than those who have served and sacrificed in this long fight. They are American heroes. So too are
their loved ones here at home. These are their stories.

Rituals of Islamic Spirituality
At 30 years old, Lewis Howes was outwardly thriving but unfulfilled inside. He was a successful athlete and businessman, achieving goals beyond his
wildest dreams, but he felt empty, angry, frustrated, and always chasing something that was never enough. His whole identity had been built on misguided
beliefs about what "masculinity" was. Howes began a personal journey to find inner peace and to uncover the many masks that men – young and old –
wear. In The Mask of Masculinity, Howes exposes the ultimate emptiness of the Material Mask, the man who chases wealth above all things; the cowering
vulnerability that hides behind the Joker and Stoic Masks of men who never show real emotion; and the destructiveness of the Invincible and Aggressive
Masks worn by men who take insane risks or can never back down from a fight. He teaches men how to break through the walls that hold them back and
shows women how they can better understand the men in their lives. It's not easy, but if you want to love, be loved and live a great life, then it's an odyssey
of self-discovery that all modern men must make. This book is a must-read for every man – and for every woman who loves a man.
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The Masculine Way
"If you are the parent of a boy . . . this is the book you need . . . insightful, enlightened, practical." —Peggy Orenstein, New York Times bestselling author of
Boys & Sex From the dad who created the viral tweet supporting his son wearing nail polish, this essential parenting guide shares 36 parenting tips for
battling gender norms, bringing down "man up" culture, and helping sons realize their potential. Our boys are in a crisis. Toxic masculinity and tough guyism are on display daily from our leaders, and we see anger, dysfunction, violence, and depression in young men who are suffocated by harmful social
codes. Our young sons are told to stop throwing like a girl. They hear phrases like “man up” when they cry. They are told “boys will be boys” when they
behave badly. The “Girl Power” movement has encouraged women to be whoever and do whatever they want, but that sentiment is not often extended to
boys. Just watch the bullying when boys try ballet, paint their fingernails, or play with a doll. But we can treat this problem—and the power lies in the hands
of parents. It's not only possible to raise boys who aren't emotionally stifled and shoved into stereotypical gender boxes; it's vital if we want a generation of
men who can express their emotions, respect women, and help nurse society back to a halfway healthy place. We can reframe manhood. From Aaron
Gouveia, who gained viral fame after tweeting his support for his son’s painted fingernails (and who knows toxic masculinity very well), learn practical
and actionable tips such as: Don’t accept different standards for moms and dads Teach boys that “girl” is not an insult and retire phrases like “boys will be
boys” Show boys that expressing their emotions and being physical is a good thing Let boys pursue nontraditional interests and hobbies Talk to boys about
consent and privilege Model healthy and respectful relationships for boys to emulate Penned with equal parts humor, biting snark, and lived advice, Raising
Boys to Be Good Men is the essential parenting guide for raising sons to realize their potential outside the box. ?

Joining Forces
Mules and Men is a treasury of black America's folklore as collected by a famous storyteller and anthropologist who grew up hearing the songs and
sermons, sayings and tall tales that have formed an oral history of the South since the time of slavery. Returning to her hometown of Eatonville, Florida, to
gather material, Zora Neale Hurston recalls "a hilarious night with a pinch of everything social mixed with the storytelling." Set intimately within the social
context of black life, the stories, "big old lies," songs, Vodou customs, and superstitions recorded in these pages capture the imagination and bring back to
life the humor and wisdom that is the unique heritage of African Americans.

Man Enough
This book argues that masculine identity is in deep crisis in Western culture - the old forms are disintegrating, while men struggle to establish new relations
with women and with each other. This book offers a fresh look at gender, particularly masculinity, by using material from the author's work as a
psychotherapist. The book also considers the contrubtions made by feminism, sociology and anthropology to the study of gender, and suggests that it must
be studied from an interdisciplinary standpoint. Masculity is seen to have economic, political and psychological roots, but the concrete development of
gender must be traced in the relations of the male infant with his parents. Here the young boy has to separate from his mother, and his own proto-feminine
identity, and identify with his father - but in Western culture fathering is often deficient. Male identity is shown to be fractured, fragile and truncated. Men
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are trained to be rational and violent, and to shut out whole areas of existence and feeling. Many stereotypes imprison men - particularly machismo, which
is shown to be deeply masochistic and self-destructive.

Snow Falling
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of
ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and
responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical and profound rules for life"--

Male vs. Man
Spread meaningful kindness every day with these anecdotes and actions that can help bring change to our lives, our relationships, and the world. Practicing
kindness is an essential step in helping to repair a world that has grown to be more divisive, lonely, and anxious than ever. But with quotes like, “Just be
kind” or, “Throw kindness around like confetti,” we’ve oversimplified what it takes to actually demonstrate kindness in a world crying out for it. Deep
Kindness pairs anecdotes with actions that can make real change in our own lives, the lives of others, and throughout the world. Diving into the types of
kindness the world needs most today, this book takes an honest look at the gap between our belief in kindness and our ability to practice it well—and shows
us how to put intention into action. Exploring everything from the empathy gap to the skill of emotional regulation, Deep Kindness is perfect for anyone
who believes in a kinder world and recognizes that there is a lot of work to do before we achieve it.

Winter
A wry look at what the astonishing world of animal penises can tell us about how we use our own. The fallacy sold to many of us is that the penis signals
dominance and power. But this wry and penetrating book reveals that in fact nature did not shape the penis--or the human attached to it--to have the
upperhand. Phallacy looks closely at some of nature's more remarkable examples of penises and the many lessons to learn from them. In tracing how we
ended up positioning our nondescript penis as a pulsing, awe-inspiring shaft of all masculinity and human dominance, Phallacy also shows what can we do
to put that penis back where it belongs. Emphasizing our human capacities for impulse control, Phallacy ultimately challenges the toxic message that the
penis makes the man and the man can't control himself. With instructive illustrations of unusual genitalia and tales of animal mating rituals that will make
you particularly happy you are not a bedbug, Phallacy shows where humans fit on the continuum from fun to fatal phalli and why the human penis is an
implement for intimacy, not intimidation.

How Not To Be a Boy
Masculinities in Theory is a clear, concise, and comprehensive introduction to the field of masculinity studies from a humanities perspective. Serves as a
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much-needed introduction to the field for students and scholars of cultural studies, literature, art, film, communication, history, and gender studies Includes
discussions of gay/queer, feminist, and gender studies in relation to masculinity Covers the key theoretical approaches to the study of masculinity, and
introduces new models Explores the question ?What is masculinity and how does it work?? Looks at language, discourse, signification, power, crossdressing, female, queer and transsexual masculinity, race and masculinity, nation and masculinity, interracial masculinities, and masculinities in history

Before and After Gender
With the courage, honesty, and compassion that have made her one of America's most provocative authorities on modern culture, bell hooks takes on the
interior lives of men and answers their most intimate questions about love. Everyone needs to love and be loved -- even men. In this groundbreaking book,
bell hooks gets to the heart of the matter and shows men how to express the emotions that are a fundamental part of who they are -- whatever their age,
ethnicity, or cultural persuasion. Written in response to the author's in-depth discussions with men who were inspired by her trilogy, All About Love,
Salvation, and Communion, bell hooks's The Will to Change addresses maleness and masculinity in new and challenging ways. With trademark candor and
fierce intelligence, hooks answers the most common concerns of men, such as fear of intimacy and loss of their patriarchal place in society. She believes
men can find the way to spiritual unity by getting back in touch with the emotionally open part of themselves. Only through this liberation will they lay
claim to the rich and rewarding inner lives that have historically been the exclusive province of women. Men can access these feelings by giving themselves
permission to be vulnerable. As they grow more comfortable and start believing that it's okay to feel, to need, and to desire, they will thrive as equal
partners in their intimate relationships. Whether they are straight or gay, black or white, The Will to Change helps men to reclaim the best part of
themselves.

Recovering Biblical Manhood and Womanhood
A “scrupulously honest” (O, The Oprah Magazine) debut memoir that explores one man’s gender transition amid a pivotal political moment in America.
Becoming a Man is a “moving narrative [that] illuminates the joy, courage, necessity, and risk-taking of gender transition” (Kirkus Reviews). For fifty
years P. Carl lived as a girl and then as a queer woman, building a career, a life, and a loving marriage, yet still waiting to realize himself in full. As Carl
embarks on his gender transition, he takes us inside the complex shifts and questions that arise throughout—the alternating moments of arrival and
estrangement. He writes intimately about how transitioning reconfigures both his own inner experience and his closest bonds—his twenty-year relationship
with his wife, Lynette; his already tumultuous relationships with his parents; and seemingly solid friendships that are subtly altered, often painfully and
wordlessly. Carl “has written a poignant and candid self-appraisal of life as a ‘work-of-progress’” (Booklist) and blends the remarkable story of his own
personal journey with incisive cultural commentary, writing beautifully about gender, power, and inequality in America. His transition occurs amid the rise
of the Trump administration and the #MeToo movement—a transition point in America’s own story, when transphobia and toxic masculinity are under fire
even as they thrive in the highest halls of power. Carl’s quest to become himself and to reckon with his masculinity mirrors, in many ways, the challenge
before the country as a whole, to imagine a society where every member can have a vibrant, livable life. Here, through this brave and deeply personal work,
Carl brings an unparalleled new voice to this conversation.
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Phallacy
A nonfiction investigation into masculinity, For The Love of Men provides actionable steps for how to be a man in the modern world, while also exploring
how being a man in the world has evolved. In 2019, traditional masculinity is both rewarded and sanctioned. Men grow up being told that boys don’t cry
and dolls are for girls (a newer phenomenon than you might realize—gendered toys came back in vogue as recently as the 80s). They learn they must hide
their feelings and anxieties, that their masculinity must constantly be proven. They must be the breadwinners, they must be the romantic pursuers. This
hasn’t been good for the culture at large: 99% of school shooters are male; men in fraternities are 300% (!) more likely to commit rape; a woman serving in
uniform has a higher likelihood of being assaulted by a fellow soldier than to be killed by enemy fire. In For the Love of Men, Liz offers a smart, insightful,
and deeply-researched guide for what we're all going to do about toxic masculinity. For both women looking to guide the men in their lives and men who
want to do better and just don’t know how, For the Love of Men will lead the conversation on men's issues in a society where so much is changing, but
gender roles have remained strangely stagnant. What are we going to do about men? Liz Plank has the answer. And it has the possibility to change the
world for men and women alike.

Man Enough
THE 4-WEEK FORMULA FOR ELITE PHYSICAL FITNESS ARE YOU READY TO BE PARA FIT? Transform your lifestyle and fitness with the
powerful new programme from Major Sam McGrath, former commander of the legendary PARAs' P Company selection process. Whatever your fitness
level this 4-week formula evolves with you, equipping you to take on your most ambitious goals, maximize your potential and achieve transformational
results. CHALLENGE yourself and your body with the same endurance training and functional movement patterns used during PARA selection. BUILD a
lifestyle that complements your training with Major McGrath's pyramid approach, aligning firm foundations of sleep, nutrition and mobility with a
structured exercise regime. CONQUER your fears and unlock a 'Paratrooper Mindset', with a focus on progress, not perfection, and the confidence to
embody the PARA maxim 'Ready for Anything'. Be PARA Fit is supported by a fully integrated companion app designed to guide you through the tailored
4-week exercise regime. Download it today through the App Store or Google Play.
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